
Aftermarket Trend Forecast
The newest AAPEX TV-360 episode covers Nathan
Shipley’s 2019 forecast for the automotive aftermarket.
Shipley, an automotive industry analyst from NPD
Group, spoke about the challenging trends he’s seeing
throughout the industry, including consumer shift
toward e-commerce and the resulting changes in
product sales. He advises manufacturers and retailers
to think long term and to understand how the
customers are evolving. Watch the full episode to learn
more about the aftermarket trends for which you should
prepare. Come see Shipley at AAPEX 2019, where he
will be presenting new insights at the AAPEXedu
session “Aftermarket Outlook 2020”, which takes place
on Tuesday, November 5, at 11:30 am.   

Effects of Evolving Technology in the
Aftermarket 
Get the latest automotive aftermarket insights on the
AAPEX blog. Stay up to date with industry experts and
groundbreaking technology in new blog posts published
every other week. In the most recent post, The Impact
of Technology on WDs, Craig Meadows, Vice President
of Sales and Marketing at 4M Parts Warehouse,
discusses the challenges of managing a growing
inventory and the increasing inventory costs that result
from rapidly growing technology. As he delves into
evolving product segments, Meadows stresses the
importance of eliminating surprises, and recommends
attending AAPEX forums, training sessions, and
networking events to learn what is coming in the future
to stay prepared.  

Hotels are Selling Out Quickly
The best hotel deals go fast when almost 162,000
aftermarket professionals gather in Las Vegas. Make
sure you get the hotel you want at the best rate by
booking now through AAPEX’s official housing partner,
onPeak. No other hotel reseller is endorsed by or
affiliated with AAPEX, so although others may offer
housing for AAPEX, entering into financial agreements
with such companies can have costly consequences.

Connect  
Connect with the entire automotive aftermarket
community and exchange ideas throughout the year on
social media. Use the hashtag #AAPEX19 for the
latest insights.
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In this newsletter, you'll learn about: 

Aftermarket trends affecting your business
Fun ways to connect with the aftermarket community by participating in the AAPEX Virtual
Vehicle Challenge 
Facing challenges that result from evolving technology in the latest AAPEX blog
Discounts on hotel bookings
Contributing to the aftermarket conversation on social media 

WATCH EPISODE

Ready for a Challenge?
The AAPEX Virtual Vehicle Challenge returns to pit
you against other automotive aftermarket professionals
as you compete to get the best time by virtually
placing parts in a vehicle. This year, you can watch
created cars as they race against each other on the
new Virtual Vehicle Track. These high-octane races
are not to be missed, and will be even more accessible
this year in the Sands Level 2 Lobby.

LEARN MORE

READ THE BLOG

BOOK HOTEL

AAPEX is a trade-only event and is not open to the general public.

AAPEX represents the more than $1 trillion global automotive aftermarket
industry, and is co-owned by the Auto Care Association and the Automotive

Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA), the light vehicle aftermarket division
of the Motor & Equipment Manufacturers Association (MEMA). For more
information, visit www.aapexshow.com or e-mail info@aapexshow.com.
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